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INTRODUCTION 

Mathematical analyses involving the liquefaction of sand deposits 

require a realistic constitutive law for the nonlinear behavior of sand, 

especially under conditions of cyclic shear. Although considerable 

effort has been devoted to the development of constitutive laws based on 

theories of plasticity and hypoelasticity (Coon and Evans, 1971; Lade 

and Duncan, 1975), the success of these theories has been quite limited, 

and no constitutive law is presently available to adequately describe the 

densification and hysteresis of sand subjected to cyclic shear. Practical 

studies have led to the establishment of simplified empirical stress

strain relationships in which the material properties (such as shear 

modulus, damping coefficient, densification parameter, etc.) depend on 

the number of cycles. However, this variable may not appear in any 

general constitutive law that is to be applied to other than sinusoidal 

load histories, such as those t~pical _of ea~thquakes. Also, these form

ulations are not in a form that would be applicable to multi-dimensional 

situations and general drainage conditions. 

Developed herein is an entirely new type of constitutive law that 

achieves the aforementioned objectives. This law may be termed "endo

chronic" because the nonlinearity of the material is introduced chiefly 

by means of an intrinsic time parameter, which is an independent scalar 

variable whose increments depend, in general, on both time increments 

and deformation increments. The dependence on time increments disappear, 

of course, in the case of time-independent inelastic behavior, as is the 

case with sand. In this case the intrinsic tirne parameter represents 

the length of the path traced by the states of the material in a six

dimensional space (with a general metric tensor) whose coordinates are 
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the strain components. The length of this path constitutes a natural 

choice for the independent variable, and it has been introduced in many 

theoretical works (Batant and Bhat, 1974). However, the usefulness of 

this path parameter for the practical description of inelastic behavior 

was apparently not realized until Valanis (1971) employed it for metals 

to develop a stress-strain law that correctly characterizes strain

hardening, unloading behavior, the effect of pretwist on axial behavior, 

the contraction of hysteresis loops with cyclic straining, and the strain 

rate effect. From the work of Valanis it became apparent that endo

chronic theory provides a very fruitful approach to describing materials 

in which inelastic strain develops gradually. 

Using Valanis' theory as a point of departure, a method of extending 

endochronic theory to concrete, rock, and sand has been proposed in 

general terms by aa1-ant ~ 19-74b-)-, and- tile detailed formulation for concrete 

has been given by Ba~ant and Bhat (1974). This extension has required 

the introduction of several novel concepts to handle (a) the sensitivity 

of intrinsic time to hydrostatic pressure, (b) inelastic dilatancy (or 

densification) due to shear straining, and (c) the strain-softening 

tendency. The purpose of this work is to present the detailed development 

of endochronic theory for sand and to show how this theory can be used 

in the analysis of seismic liquefaction. 

REARRANGEMENI' MEASURE 

The source of inelasticity in sand is the irreversible rearrange

ment of grain configurations associated with deviatoric strains. Thus, 

it is convenient to characterize the accumulation of rearrangement by 

an appropriate variable i;, termed the rearrangement measure, which will 

.be used as the independent variable in the stress-strain law. For this 
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reason and also to ensure that the energy dissipation rate is always 

positive, ~ may never decrease. Since the rearrangement of grain con-

figurations results from deformation, dS is a function of the strain 

increments Jcij' Assuming that the development of inelastic strain is 

s gradual, ds must be a continuous and smooth function of dcij' and (ds) 

with ce~tain exponents may be expanded in a tensorial power series as 

in which latin indices refer to cartesian coordinates xi (i = 1, 2, 3) 

and repeated indices imply summation from 1 to 3. Since ds must vanish 

as dcij~o, it is necessary that p(O)~O. Furthermore, the condition that 

the energy dissipation rate must be always positive requires that pi~l)=O 

and that the coefficients pi~~i define a positive definite quadratic form. 

Because dcij is infinitesimal, terms of order higher than 2 are negligible; 

(3) -accordingly, pijklmn + ... -0. Finally, it is necessary to meet the con-

dition of isotr~py and the condit-1Dn that -tls = -0 for purely volumetric 

strains, because no rearrangement of grain configurations takes place in 

this case. By use of the same reasoning as that applied in developing 

endochronic theory for concrete (Ba~ant and Bhat, 1974 Eqs. 2 to 5), it 

can be shown that the only expression satisfying the latter two conditions 

is 

(2) 

in which~( .. ). is the second invariant of the deviator of the tensor in 

parenthesis, ~ = [cij] is the strain tensor, eij = cij - 6ij ckk/3 is the 

deviator of the tensor cij and 61 j designates Kronecker delta. A multi

plicative constant is omitted in Equation 2 because ds will be multiplied 

in the stress-strain law by an arbitrary constant. In the special case of 

pure shear strain, y = 2 c12 and Eq. 2 yields 

l 
ds • 8 ldYI 
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More specifically, for the case of cyclic pure shear in which y = y sin wt, 
0 

Eq. 3 yields 6s = y /2 per cycle, so that at the end of the N-th cycle s 
0 

may be expressed as 

s=~Y N=\y~t 
0 0 TI 

(4) 

Hence, s is a measure of the number of cycles in the loading history. 

DENSIFICATION DUE TO DEVIATORIC STRAINS 

The densification of sand may be characterized by the volumetric 

strain X whose sign is chosen to be negative when the volume decreases. 

If vertical accelerations are not large enough to cause any significant 

separation or jumping of particles (as is the case in many earthquakes), the 

densification is produced almost exclusively by interparticle slips that 

result in a rearrangement of grain configuratfons. Subject to 

this restriction, dX must be proportional to d~, and the dependence of the 

densification increment per cycle of shear on the strain amplitude and the 

number of cycles may be expressed by 

dX = - ~. 
c(x)' (5) 

The function c(x) models the decrease in the densification increments 

per cycle with an increase in the number of cyclee N. Accordingly, c is 

a continuous, monotonically increasing, positive function, which may be 

termed the densification - hardening function. Eq. 5 may be integrated to 

yield X = X(x) and inverted to give x = x(A); because c(x) is always positive, 

the simplest choice for c is the linear expression 

for which 

c(x) • c (1 + o: x) 
0 

1 
"' .. - ca ln (1 + 0: x) 

0 
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in which a and c are constants for a given sand. Integration is also 
0 

easy for the more general functionc-(1 +ex x/k)k. The function C may, 

in general, introduce a dependence of dcnsification rate on volumetric 

stress, o; however, for the sand studied by Silver and Seed (1971) no 

dependence on o was discerned, and thus C may be considered independent 

of o (at least for some sands). The function ·:::(~,2:), which may be called 

the densification-softening function, models the increase in densification 

rate with increasing strain amplitude y0 in cyclic shear. Because of 

isotropy, only the invariants of the strain tensor ! may appear in C. 

The third invariant 13 (!) may be neglected because it is third-order 

small when strains are small; however, even if it were not neglected for 

this reason, I 3 (~) = 0 in the case of pure shear. The first invariant 

11(!) need not be considered because the dependence on 1 1 (~) is equiva-

-lent to the dependence on relative density D which will be considered 
r 

separately. Thus, C may be regarded as a function of only J2 (~), the second 

invariant of the deviator of_:., and one suitable choice for C is 

C(~ = 2q [8J2 (!)](q-l)/Z (8) 

in which q is a non-negative constant for a given sand. In the special 

f h E 8 b C ( ) 2 qlyl q-l and E 5 i ld case o pure s ear, q. ecomes ! = q. y e s 

dx = ~q !Ylq-lldyl. For cyclic shear the increment of x over the cycle 

is 4 (\ y q), where y is the amplitude of shear strain. Thus, after N 
0 0 

eye les x = yq N and Eq. 7 becomes 
0 ' 

>.. = - - 1- ln (l + a yq N) 
c Ct 0 

0 

(9) 

To illustrate the ability of this theory to describe experimental 

results, Eq. 9 has been fitted to test data reported by Seed and Silver 

(1971) for the densification of a given sand at a relative density 

of 457. under cyclic shear, and a typical fit is shown in Figure 1. 
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(for the case illustrated the values of the material parameters are 

q = 1.4, a= 1.0, and c0 = 1.0). The material parameters a, q, and c0 

will, in general, depend on the relative density D • 
r' 

a= Q(D ); q = q(D ); c =c (D) r r o o r (10) 

Although the naturP. of this dependence requires further investigation, it 

may be concluded even without quantitative evaluation by use of test data, 

thatC0 (Dr) must approach zero as Dr approaches a certain critical density 

Der, and it must become negative when D >Der to reflect the fact that 
r r r 

shear at overcritical densities causes an increase in volume (called 
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dilatancy) rather than densification. One suitable function may be 

(11) 

in which C and r are constants for all densities of a given sand, but may 
0 

perhaps depend on confining stress. The critical density for a given 

sand will also depend on the confining stress and possibly other variables 

For D < Der the relative density gradually increases due to r r 

shear straining. 

Because the dependence of D on A would considerably complicate the 
r 

0 analysis, Dr must be approximated by the constant Dr . In addition, this 

densification law will probably not be too accurate for describing the 

detailed progress of densification within a given cycle. For example, 

the application of a small increment of shear strain within a cycle may 

cause a dense sand to dilate, even though the repeated appllcE.tion -0f many 

cycles of shear strain may produce a negative cumulative volume change or 

densification. This pheno~enon cannot be modeled by this theory unless c 
0 

is considered to be a function of!· However, for most practical applications 

the detailed progress of dcnsification within a given cycle is not of 

major concern. In general, the dependence of Dr on A is not too important, 

because the change in D that is normally produced by shear str~ining 
r 

alone usually does not exceed about 5%(based on the assumptions that the 

relative density range from 0 to 100% corresponds to approximately a 15% 

change in the actual density of sand and that shear straining alone generally 

does not cause volumetric strains of more than about 1%). The foregoing 

formulation of the densification law is analogous to that employed in 

characterizing the dilatancy of concrete (Ba!ant and Bhat, 1974; Batant, 

1974b); the only difference consists in the form of the functions C(!,) and 

and c(x). However, with regard to metals (Valanis, 1971) the inclusion of 

dilatancy or densification represents one of the major extensions needed. 
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INTRINSIC TIME 

Since the increments of irreversible (inelastic) strains in sand are 

caused by interparticle slips, they must be proportional to increments of 

the rearrangement measure s and the proportionality coefficient may, in 

general, depend on the state of strain and stress.. To express this 

fact a new independent variable Tl may be introduced such that cm F(e, cr)ds. --
As in the case of densification, the increment of- inelastic strain per 

cycle diminishes as the number of cycles increases. This is true because 

the contacts with peak interparticle shear stresses, which are the potential 

locations of slips,· gradually become exhausted as the inelastic strain 

accumulates. To account for this effect, it is expedient to introduce a 

new independent variable C , termed intrinsic_ time, whose- growth- relative 

to Tl or s gradually diminishes. This ph.enoruenon may be described by the 

relations 

dll = F(e,a) ds 
..... ,.., (12) 

in which f(TI), which may be termed a strain-hardening function, is a 

continuously increasing positive function of T). Since dT) is multiplied 

by an arbitrary constant z1 in the stress-strain relation, f(O) can be 

set equal to unity. One simple choice for f(T)) is 

f{T)) = (l +~ll)r (13) 

in which S and r are constants for a given sand. When Tl is sufficiently 

small, f{ll) ~ l + a~ for any value of r. Since f(ll) is always positive, 

Eq. 12 may be integrated to yield ' = C (T)) and inverted to yield T) = 1l(C). 

With the use of Eq. 13, Eq. 12 gives' • (1 + all)l-r ar/(1-r) for r # 1 

and (1/6) ln (l + l!!T\) for r =- 1. 
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The function F, which may involve only the invariants of! and£> accounts 

for the softening in the· stress-strain relation of the material on approaching 

the peak (maximum) values of stress (Ba!ant, 1974a). Therefore, F may be 

termed a strain-softening function. However, within the range of strains 

commonly encountered in seismic loadings, it. appears that F may be set 

equal to unity as an acceptable approximation. 

ENOOCHRONIC STRESS-STRAIN LAW FOR SAND 

As a consequence of material isotropy, the quasi-linear incremental 

stress-strain relation may be separated into one relation for the volu-

metric components and one relation for the deviatoric components. In the 

most general and plausible form of the deviatoric stress-strain relation, s1j: 

may be regarded as a functional of the past history of the stress deviator 

eij" The b~sic assumption and 111USt-advan~ageous feature of the endochronic 

theory is that this functional may be expressed as a linear functional in 

terms of the intrinsic time C because the nonlinearities are assumeJ to 

be incorporated in C (as well as A). This approach is much simpler than 

formulating nonlinearities by means of incremental or tangential moduli, 

as in hypoelasticity, because these latter moduli form a fourth-rank 

tensor whlle C is a scalar. The linear functional may be written as 
t 

s i j ( t) = 2 J 0 G ( t - t 1 ) de i j ( t 1 ) ( 14) 

in which the integral is a Stieltjes integral and the hereditary kernel 

G describes the material properties. It is well known (Bazant, 1974a) 

that any reasonable hereditary kernel can be approximated to any desired 

accuracy by a series of decaying real exponentials (Dirichlet series). 

Since C is the independent variable in which the stress-strain relation 
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becomes quasi-linear, the sum may be written as 

in which Z are chosen constants; one suitable choice for Z is Z 10µ-l 
µ µ. 1 

(i.e., one Z is chosen for each order of magnitude of C); all orders 
µ. 

of magnitude of C that are of interest must be covered. Upon substitu-

tion from Eq. 15, £q. 14 may be cast in the form -

= 2 -C(t)/Z rt C(t')/z 
sij = ~ sij~ sijµ. Gµ.e µ. Jo e µ. (16) 

are hidden stresses (internal variables). Letting de .. = 
l. J 

may be verified that the variables sij 
µ. 

the following differential equations: 

~ 2G de.j = dsi. + sij Z 
µ. l. Jµ. µ. µ. 

satisfy 

( 17) 

whichrepresent the deviatoric stress-strain relations. The structure of 

Eq. 17 may be visualized as a generalized Maxwell model with spring 

moduli G · dashpot viscosities G Z relative to intrinsic time C (rather 
µ.' µ. I~ 

than actual time t), and relaxation times z µ. 
on the intrinsic time 

scale. Because of the limited range of C-values that are of practical 

interest, a single exponential term of Eq. 15 ought to suffice in most 

cases. Then, s.. - siJ' and the deyiatoric stress-strain relation given 
l.Jµ. 

by Eq. 17 reduces to 

dsij sii; .tf' 
de + d II d II = _!;.I. .fL.. ( 18) 

ij = 2G eij' eij 2G z1 

in which G is the shear modulus and e" •is the inelastic strain. Eq. 18 
ij 

is similar to the constitutive relation for a single Maxwell unit. 

The volumetric stress-strain relation cannot contain any inelastic 

volumetric strains that are dependent on volumetric stress, because 
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purely volumetric deformations are assumed to be fully reversible. There-

fore the only possible volumetric inelastic strain e" is the densifica-

tion X; if thermal strain were considered, de"=dX + cxdT. Thus, the 

volumetric stress-strain relation at constant temperature is 

da 
de = 3K + dX (19) 

in which K =bulk modulus of sand. The endochronic stress-strain law 

given by Eqs. 18 and 19 is analogous to that verified for concrete (Ba~ant 

and Bhat, 1974), and it models in a particularly simple way (without any 

inequalities) the irreversibility upon unloading and the hysteretic 

behavior of sand subjected to strain cycles. Irreversibility upon unload-

ing, which represents the salient·aspect of all inelasticity, may be 

illustrated by writing Eq. 18 for pure shear (T = .s12 ; ~ = ~e 12 ) in the 

form t:.-r = GllY --GtiY", in which Gfly is the elastic stress increment and 

Gt:.y" is the inelastic stress increment; these increments for a prescribed 

value of t:.Y are depicted in Fig~re 2. 

Figure 2. Elastic and Inelastic Stress Increments 
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At the point where loading suddenly reverses to unloading, the sign of Gt.y 

becomes negative, but Gt.y" does not change because d~ and ds = ldyl/8 

do not change sign. These increments for unloading are also illustrated 

in Fig. 2, from which it is clear that that unloading branch is much steeper 

than the loading branch. Studies of cyclic shear test data have indicated 

that Eqs. 18 and 19 are capable of describing experimental results quite 

well within a -4 limited range of amplitude for the shear angle (about 10 

-4 to 5 X 10 ), but the quantitative agreement is not as good for a broader 

range of amplitudes. 

To extend the range of ap1>licability-, L"q. 17 has been considered with 

n = 2 (µ. = 1,2), z1<co, z2-+<», G.1>0, and G2>0; the resulting expression, 

which corresponds to the stress-strain relation for a standard solid model 

in intrinsic time, can still be reduced to a single first-order differential 

equation (without hidden stresses). Although the inelastic strain expression, 

t.Y" = (T-G2y)t.C/GZ 1 in this case decreases the slopes of the unloading 

branches at higher values of y and allows somewhat improved fits in the 

first cycle, this model is not able to adequately describe the data over 

the full range of strain history because after.a few cycles it yields 

hysteresis loops that are too narrow. One obvious improvement is to take 

z2<co and add a third Maxwell unit; however, this approach is not very 

convenient because hidden stresses s iJ must be introduced. As a simple 
µ. 

expediency to resolve this problem and satisfactorily characterize all 

data, the shear modulus G may be considered a variable, rather than a 

constant (as implied in Eqs. 14 to 16). Specifically, G may be assumed 

to be a function of the maximum value of J 2(,!.) that the sand has experienced 

up to the current time t; Eqs. 14 to 16 require generalization in this 

case. 
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The manifested stiffening of sand with increasing hydrostatic pressure 

-a is properly modeled by considering G to be a function of -cr. This stiff-

ening may be explained by the fact that an increase in hydrostatic (confining) 

pressure prevents slip at some of the intergranular contacts due to higher 

normal forces, so that only elastic deformation of the grains is possible 

at these contacts and the microstructure becomes stiffer as a result. 

Since the contact areas between grains increase with the confining 

stress, the solid skeleton becomes stiffer and fewer grain contacts slip 

as the confining stress is increased. Based on extensive experimental 

data for the dynamic shear modulus of sand, G has been shown to be essentially 

proportional to the square root of the confining stress (Richart, Hall, and 

'woods, 1970). Accordingly, the shear modulus G may be ~xpr~ssed as 

G == ..J ·M cr (20) 

in which M is a material parameter that has been taken as 7060 MN/m2 to 

obtain the fit of test data shown in Figure 3. These data, provided by 

(psf) T (kN/m1 ) 

llO 11..0 

Cycle I 
Oi I 400() "' • 191.e •N""' 

(pifl T (kN/m1 ) 

llC 11.0 

..- Yl%) 

Cycle 2 
er, • 4000"' 

• ltl.I •N,_. 

(p1f) T (kN/m1) -... 

o.oa y(%) 

Cycle IO °' I 4CO()"' • ltl.I •N,.e 

Figure 3. Hysteresis and Stiffening of Sand under Cyclic Shear 
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Silver (1974), pertain to cyclic shear tests on a sand at a relative 

. 2 
density of 60"1. and a vertical effective stress of 4000 psf (191.S kN/m ). 

It is seen that the theory correctly models both the increase in peak-

strain secant (dynamic) modulus and the decrease in the ar_ea of the hystere-

sis loop (which is a measure of damping) as the number of cycles increases. 

In addition, the peak-strain secant modulus obtained from the theory can 

be shown to decrease as the strain amplitude increases. 

From the analysis of more extensive data, howcve~, it appears that M 

may be considered constant only when the range of shear strain amplitude is 

not too broad (definitely not exce.eding- orre order of magnitude). For a 

broader range Mmust be considered dependent on the strain amplitude, and 

because the strain amplitude may not appear in a general constitutive 

equation,M must be a function of the strain history. Although such a 

strain history dependence has been implied in work reported by Finn, 

Bransby, and Pickering (1970), there is no clear physical microstructural 

explanation for such an effect and it may be viewed as somewhat of an 

artifice, especially in the context of endochronic theory (this artifice 

implies that G possesses a memory property, whereas the inelastic strain 

is formulated without recourse to memory). Furthermore, for a given sand 

at different values of relative density, the material parameters will, in 

general, be functions of Dr· When more extensive data become available, it 

is probable that F(e, a) in Eq. 12 will manifest a dependence on cr (perhaps - -
similar to that found for concrete (Ba~ant and Bhat, 1974), rather than the 

assumption of F(~, £)=1, as used herein), because hydrostatic pressll't'e 

should affect both the stiffness of the microstructure and the extent of 

particle slippage within the microstructure. It may be possible to replace the 
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dependence of G on !_(t) with a dependence of Fon p and J 2(!), combined with 

the use of several Maxwell units in the chain. This question could be 

resolved by using the theory to analyze test data for small (or large) 

strain amplitudes followed by large (or small) strain amplitudes, or for 

asymmetric cycles; however, no such data are presently available. The 

stress-strain law given by Eqs. 18 and 19 is analogous to that verified 

previously for concrete (Ba~ant and Bhat, 1974); the only differences 

consist in the form of the functions F and f and the variation of G. 

The hydrostatic pressure sensitivity is a common feature with concrete 

and one of the major differences with regard to metals. 

LIQUEFACTION OF UNDRAINED SAfID 

When a loose saturated sand _under -constant total stress is subjected 

-to cyclic deviatoric deformations, the resulting densification causes a 

compression of the pore water and a build-up of the pore ~ater pressure, 

which, in turn, causes a corresponding decrease in the effective (inter

granular) stress, because the total vertical normal stress in the combined 

solid-water system must remain constant due to a constant overburden. This 

decrease in the effective stress is associated with a loss of friction be

tween the grains and a decrease in the shear modulus. In the extreme case, 

when the effective stress becomes zero, all friction is lost and the shear 

modulus is zero. Hence, the sand behaves as a liquid. 

To express the interaction of sand and water, it is necessary to 

treat the saturated sand as a two-phase porous medium. The constitutive 

equation for a two-phase medium has been rigorously developed by Biot (1956, 

1957) for the case of elastic behavior, and an extension including inelastic 

densification has been presented by Ba~ant and Krizek (1975). The deviatoric 
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stress-strain relation for the inelastic isotropic two-phase medium has the 

same form as that of the solid phase alone (i.e., dry sand) but the 

volumetric stress-strain relation is different and may be written as 

(see Eq. 45, Ba~ant and Krizek, 1975): 

dcr = Pde + QdeF - (P· l~n Q)d'E:" 

dcrF= Qd& + RdeF - (Q·l~n R)de" 

(2la) 

(2lb) 

in which cr is the portion of the total volumetric (hydrostatic) stress crt 

carried by the solid .phase; crF is the remaining portion of crt carried by the 

fluid ' (i e ~ - ~ - ~ = crt + npw)·, n is the porosity·, pw is the p11asc .. vF - vt v 

pore water pressure; e and ep, defined- as- e = drv ~ and eF = div ~· are the 

volumetric strains of the solid. and fluid phases, respectivelyj~ and~ are 

the displacements of the solid phase and the fluid phase; P, Q, and R are 

the incremental (tangent) elastic moduli of the two-phase medium; and e" is 

the inelastic volumetric strain in the solid phase. 

In an approximate analysis of seismic liquefaction, the saturated sand 

may be assumed to be undrained, provided a large region of sand remains in 

a homogeneous state. Very often, however, this condition may not exist, 

since very small displaceme~ts of water can cause a large change in pressure 

due to the small compressibility of water. This may be important even if 

the duration of an earthquake is too short to allow any significant flow 

of water from the sand. Furthermore, because the overburden of any element 

is constant, the total volumetric stress crt in the two-phase medium may 

be considered constant, provided the ratio of lateral to vertical stress 

also remains constant and provided the vertical dynamic stress (whose time 

average is zero) is neglected. For the case where dcrt = 0, the increment 

of pore water pressure due to a densification increment is (Ba!ant and 

Krizek, 1975; Eq. 48) 
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(22) 

in which de" is the inelastic volumetric strain and Cd is the densification 

compliance, which is given (Ba!ant and Krizek, 1975; Eq. 49) by n 2 /(R-(Q+R) 2/ 

(P+ZQ+R)). For typical sands in a loose or dense state, Cd is approximately 

equal (with an error of less than a few percent) ti) the b•!lk compressibility 

of drained sand ·Cb' (Batant and Krizek, 1975; Eq. 50) Cb is defined as 

ae/ao at constant p , and it is equal to R/(PR-Q 2). It must be emphasized 
t w 

that Cd does not equal the bulk compressibility of undrained sand c = t 

(P+2Q+RJ1, but it is orders of magnitu<le larger (Bahnt 3nd Krizek, 1975). 

Since the total stress ot is constant, the change in the effective (inter

granular) stress o' at constant total stress ot is 

-tlo-1 .. dp 
w 

(23) 

The combination of Eqs. 22, 23, and 5 (with de" = d\) for an undrained 

sand at constant total volumetric stress yields 

do' • dA. 
- Cd 

(24) 

which states that the solid phase of a saturated sand densifies according 

to the same law as the dry sand,provided the effective (intergranular) 

stress is the same in both cases. Although the difference in friction be-

tween wet and dry grain contacts may cause some deviation from this assump-

tion, this is probably insignificant; for example, Richart, Hall,-·and Woods 

(1970, p. 156) indicated no appreciable difference in the shear wave 

velocity (and hence the shear modulus) for dry, drained, and saturated 

Ottawa 20-30 sand, and it is reasonable to expect that the friction between 

grains would behave similarly. Another possible deviation may be due to 

viscous and inertia forces opposing the relative movements of grains; 

however, these movements are only microscopic, since the average 
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macroscopic relative movement of water and sand in the undrained condition 

is zero. Furthermore, it should be realized that the deviator strains 

produce only the possibility of densification, whereas the driving force 

is provided by the volumetric effective stress cr'. This is supported 

by the fact that there should be no densification when cr'=O. Therefore, 

the effective stress serves the purpose of overcoming the microscopic 

viscous and inertia forces. It is thus conceivable that the densification 

·rate of a saturated sand may depend on cr', even though the effect of a' 

is negligible in a dry sand. Accordingly, it might be appropriate to 

introduce a correction coefficient 

do' = 

L(cr') into- Eq. 24, as follows: 

• L(cr') d'X. 
Cd (25) 

On the other hand, there is no reason to include the pore pressure pw 

or the total volumetric stress ~t = cr' • pw in this equation. As an 

alternative to the dependence of Lon cr', the effect of cr' on the build-up 

of p may also stern from the dependence of C (Eq. 5) on cr'. Although no w 

such dependence was discerned for one type of sands (Siiver and Seed, 1971), 

it may be significant for other types of sand. 

Consider now a saturated sand specimen that is always in a homogeneous 

state of stress and strain (for laboratory test conditions this assumption 

i~ extremely difficult, if not impossible, to satisfy due to local disturbances 

produced by the loading device) while being subjected to a sinusoidal history 

of shear stress ~ = T sin wt under constant volumetric stress a all other 
0 

stress components being zero. The tendency for liquefaction of this specimen 

may be assessed by integrating Eq. 27 ih time and combining the relations 

1 
dy. ---G(o,y) 
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dC = ----c1J.s{ 
r 

d><. 
d~ = - c ( l+a K) 

0 

(2·7) 

(28) 

which stem from Eqs. 3, 6, 8, 12, 13, 18, and 19; G is given by Eq. 20. 

The numerical step~by-step integration of Eqs. 25 to 28 was accomplished 

by using a computational algorithm of the same type as that described by 

Ba~ant and Bhat (1974); the calculation of each time step is interated 

several times, first using estimated and then improved values of s, C, and 

)(.. 

This theory was applied to liquefaction data reported by FiPn, 

Bransby, and Pickering (1970) for a test conducted on a sample .of 1005~ 

-0tt-awa san-d. The specimen was loaded by a controlled cyclic shear stress 

2 of amplitude 0.0245 N/mm , and the resulting shear strains were greater 

than 0.001. Since hysteresis loops and the densification response for the 

sand in a dry state were not reported, material parameters were selected 

on the basis of test data (Silver, 1974) for a sand with similar grain 

characteristics and y = 0.0014; only the coefficient L was considered 
0 

arbitrary, and the best fit of test data was obtained with L = 1.7 (cr +o'), 
0 

where cr 
0 

0.196 N/mm2 and cr' is negative for compression (L increases as 

the effective stress decreases with the progress of the test). Figure 4 

shows a good agreement between experimental and theoretical results. The 

sharp increase in the slope of the p -N diagram is due to the decrease in w 

the shear modulus ~s the effective stresses decreases. As a consequence of 

the reduced shear modulus, the amplitudes of the shear strain increase, 

and this, in turn, causes a faster accumulation of ~. a faster densification, 

and a more rapid drop in the shear modulus. This behavior is a type of feed-

back that is characteristic of inatabilities of motion, in general. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Within the scope and limitations outlined in the foregoing study, 

the following co~clusions can be advanced: 

1. Endochronic theory provides a realistic mathematical model for 

the densification and hysteretic behavior of sand subjected to cyclic 

deviatoric strains. The theory may also be applied for arbitrary strain 

histories. 

2. The basic extension with regard to previous applications of 

endochronic theory to metals is the presence of densification (negative 

dilatancy) and hydrostatic pressure sensitivity; these two features are 

shared with the previous formulation of endochronic theory for concrete. 

3. The intrinsic time parameter may be associated with the rearrange-

ment measure, which physically represents accumulated rearrangements of 

particle configurations. 

4. The combination of the present theory with the previous formulation 

for inelastic densification in a two-phase medium yields a realistic model 

for liquefaction of an undrained saturated sand. 
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